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The Fis (factor for inversion stimulation) protein of Escherichia coli was found to influence the frequency of
transposon TnS and insertion sequence ISSO transposition. Fis stimulated both TnS and IS50 transposition events
and also inhibited IS50 transposition in Dam- bacteria. This influence was not due to regulation by Fis of the
expression of the TnS transposition proteins. We localized, by DNase I footprinting, one Fis site overlapping the
inside end of IS50 and give evidence to strongly suggest that when Fis binds to this site, IS50 transposition is
inhibited. The Fis site at the inside end overlaps three Dam GATC sites, and Fis bound efficiently only to the
unmethylated substrate. Using a mobility shift assay, we also identified another potential Fis site within IS50.
Given the growth phase-dependent expression of Fis and its differential effect on Tn5 versus IS50 transposition
in Dam- bacteria, we propose that the high levels of Fis present during exponential growth stimulate
transposition events and might bias those events toward Tn5 and away from IS50 transposition.
Fis (factor for inversion stimulation) is a small, heat-stable
DNA-binding protein in E. coli which was originally discovered through its ability to stimulate several site-specific
DNA inversion reactions (18, 22). Fis binds to its target site
as a 20-kDa dimer and induces a substantial bend (>900) in
the DNA (38), a property which is probably important in its
various functions. In addition to its role in the DNA inversion systems, Fis also stimulates the bacteriophage lambda
excision reaction (1, 37), enhances transcription at the rmnB
(21) and tufB (31) operons, and also acts as a repressor of its
own synthesis (23, 33). In this work, we report that Fis can
influence Tn5 and IS50 transposition. Although Fis is not
required for efficient transposition, it regulates the transposition process and can stimulate TnS transposition 10-fold
during exponential growth. Fis also can inhibit ISS0 transposition events when the IE of the element is unmethylated.
It was shown earlier that the inclusion of a GATC (Dam
methylation) site adjacent to the 19-bp IE of IS50 results in
decreased transposition in Dam- bacteria relative to ISS0
elements that contain only the minimal 19-bp IE (10). We
show that Fis inhibits IS50 transposition, most probably by
binding to a sequence which overlaps the 19-bp IE and which
includes this GATC site.

TnS is a composite prokaryotic transposon which was
originally isolated from a Kiebsiella R-factor (3), although it
functions in a wide variety of gram-negative bacteria. It is
composed of two insertion sequence IS50 elements oriented
as inverted repeats with respect to a unique region encoding
resistance to several antibiotics (Fig. 1). In general, transposition requires four components: (i) the element-encoded
protein(s), termed transposase(s), which catalyze the DNA
strand transfer reactions; (ii) specific DNA sequences at the
ends of the transposon which delimit the element; (iii)
accessory host factors which stimulate the reaction, most
probably by facilitating the formation of higher-order protein-nucleic acid complexes; and (iv) target DNA (see reference 6 for a general review of transposition). Most prokaryotic transposons transpose to various target DNA sites with
little sequence specificity. So, although transposition does
require specific sequences at the ends of the element, it does
not require homology with transposon sequences at the
target site. Transposition therefore represents a distinct
class of DNA rearrangements from the site-specific recombination reactions, in which reciprocal DNA strand exchange occurs between two precisely defined and closely
related DNA sites. We are interested both in studying the
regulation of TnS transposition in Escherichia coli and also
in analyzing the mechanism of transposition utilized by TnS.
TnS transposition requires the element-encoded transposase (Tnp) (13, 20) and two identical 19-bp sequences at
the outside ends (OE) of the transposon (16, 35) (Fig. 1) and
is further stimulated by several host factors, including HU
(39) and DnaA (40). IS50 transposition differs by utilizing
one OE and a similar but distinct 19-bp inside end (IE)
sequence proximal to the unique region of TnS (27, 35).
Target site selection by TnS is remarkably random (4), and
for this reason (coupled with its stability), TnS is widely used
as a genetic tool for a variety of bacterial applications. A
second element-encoded protein (Inh) acts to inhibit transposition (42). The inhibitor protein lacks the N-terminal 55
amino acids of the transposase but is otherwise identical,
and a growing body of evidence suggests that the inhibitor
functions by forming mixed Tnp-Inh oligomers, which are
incapable of promoting transposition (7, 8).
*

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and reagents. All strains used are listed in
Table 1 and are derivatives of E. coli K-12. The fis-767 null
mutation was moved into different genetic backgrounds from
RJ1617 by P1 vir transduction. Its correct location was
confirmed by checking the linkage of the kanamycin cassette
within fis with a chromosomal TnlO insertion closely linked
tofis. Additionally, we verified the absence of Fis activity in
these strains by using Xfla406 as described before (14). For
MDW272, the strain was also checked for sensitivity to
2-aminopurine (200 ,ug/ml) to confirm that it was still Dam-.
The growth rate of this strain was noticeably slower than
that of either the dam-3 or the fis-767 single mutant strain.
All strains were routinely cultured in LB medium, which
consists of 10 g of Bacto-tryptone, 5 g of Bacto-yeast
extract, and 10 g of NaCl per liter of distilled water. The
drugs used were kanamycin (40 ,ug/ml), tetracycline (15
,ug/ml), gentamicin (5 ,ug/ml), nalidixic acid (20 ,ug/ml), and
ampicillin (100 ,ug/ml). Restriction enzymes were purchased
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FIG. 1. Structural organization of TnS and plasmids used in this
study. (A) The proteins encoded by TnS are indicated with arrows.
Tnp is the transposase; Inh is the inhibitor; P3 and P4 are carboxyterminal deletion derivatives of Tnp and Inh, respectively, and have
no known role in transposition. TnS transposition utilizes two OE,
and IS50 transposition utilizes one OE and one IE. (B) Structures of
the TnS and IS50 plasmids used in this study. Throughout, small
solid rectangles represent an OE and small open rectangles represent an IE. n-gal, ,-galactosidase.

from New England BioLabs, avian myeloblastosis virus
reverse transcriptase was from Molecular Genetic Resources, and DNase I was from Signa Chemical Co.
Plasmids and phages. All plasmids used in this study are
diagrammed in Fig. 1B. pRZ702 is pBR322 containing a TnS
insertion in the tetracycline resistance gene approximately
80 bp from the unique EcoRI site (25). pRZ901 (41) and
TABLE 1. Bacterial strains
E. coli strain

Relevant genotype

Source

MC1000

AlacX74 araDl39 A(ara-leu)7697

M. Casadaban

RJ1617
RJ1806
RZ4500
MDW246

JCM1O1

MDW272
RZ224

galUgalK strA
MC1000 fis-767 (Kanr)
MClOOOfis-985 (Spcr)
MG1655 lacZA145

RZ4500fis-767
tAlacZl74 purF tonA2 tsx-1 thi-1
rpsL dam-3
JCM101 dam-3 fis-767
polA A(lac-pro) ara thi rpsL
Nalr Spcr xA

R. Johnson
R. Johnson
Lab collection
This study
Lab collection

This study
Lab collection
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pRZ910 (42) have been described previously and encode
,-galactosidase fusion proteins with both Tnp and Inh.
pRZ901 produces both fusion proteins, and pRZ910 produces only the Tnp-3-galactosidase protein. pRZ4736 was
engineered to produce only the Inh-,B-galactosidase protein
by replacing the 266-bp EcoRI-HpaI fragment of pRZ901
with the analogous fragment from pRZ3210+56A (36). This
replacement introduces an amber mutation at codon 19 of
the transposase reading frame but leaves the inhibitor reading frame unchanged. pRZ4736 was shown by Western
immunoblotting (data not shown) to express only the Inh-,Bgalactosidase fusion protein. pRZ4719 was derived from
pRZ701 (25), which contains a TnS insertion in the tet gene
of pBR322. The salient features of this plasmid are that the
transposase and inhibitor proteins are expressed from the
heterologous lacUV5 promoter instead of their natural promoters and an IS50 element which contains a kanamycin
cassette (from Tn9O3) inserted into the unique PstI site of
ISS0 is located approximately 300 bp downstream from the
transposase gene. Transposition of this IS50 element is
dependent on transposase supplied from the upstream sequences and was measured in the presence of 0.1 mM IPTG
(isopropyl-3-D-thiogalactopyranoside) to induce transposase
expression. pRZ1495 and pRZ1496 have been described
previously (27) and are the OE-OE and IE-OE papillation
vectors, respectively, shown in Fig. 1B. pDB5343 and
pDB5344 have also been described previously (construction
1 in Fig. 1 of reference 10). They contain IS50 constructs
which differ only by having either 24 or 19 bp of the
wild-type IS50 IE sequence at one end. The sequence at the
IE for pDB5343 is CTGTCTCTT7GATCAGATCTITGXATCcgggatc, with the 24-bp IE sequence in uppercase letters.
The corresponding sequence for pDB5344 is the same except
that the underlined sequence has been deleted. These IS50
elements also contain a tetracycline resistance gene, which
is positioned between the IE and OE. XNK467 (N. Kleckner)
is Oam29 Pam8O b221 c1857 rex::TnS and was used to
measure TnS transposition in the lambda infection assay
described below.
P-Galactosidase assays. All assays were performed by the
method of Miller (30) except that chloroform and 0.1%
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were used to permeabilize the
cells. Bacteria from mid-exponential-phase cultures grown
in LB were used for the assays.
Transposition assays. The papillation assay (26), the mating-out assay (17), and the lambda infection assay (20) were
used to measure transposition. For the papillation assay,
isogenic Fis+ and Fis- strains containing pRZ1495 or
pRZ1496 (Fig. 1B) were monitored for Lac' papilla accu-

mulation on lactose-MacConkey agar (containing tetracycline) over the course of several days. Papilla accumulation
for a total of 15 colonies from three separate plates was
averaged to give a rate of papillation over time. Papillation
was also quantitated on lactose-MacConkey plates which
lacked tetracycline, and these results were the same as we
report here.
The mating-out assay was performed by growing three to
five independent cultures which contained TnS or IS50 and
which also contained pOX38gen (17) overnight. The donor
(40 ,ul) and 80 ,ul of the recipient (RZ224 polA Nalr) were
diluted into 4 ml of LB and incubated on a rotary drum at
37° C for 6 to 8 h. After mating, the cells were plated to
determine the total number of exconjugants per milliliter on
LB plates containing gentamicin (5 ,g/ml) and nalidixic acid
(20 ,ug/ml). For exconjugants containing TnS or IS50 insertions, the same plates were used but additionally contained
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kanamycin (40 ,ug/ml) or tetracycline (15 ,ug/ml), depending
on the drug resistance encoded by the transposable element.
The lambda infection assay was performed as follows.
Four separate cultures each of MC1000 (Fis+) and RJ1806
(Fis-) were grown overnight at 37° C in LB supplemented
with 0.2% maltose. The cultures were diluted 100-fold into
the same medium and then grown for various times at 37° C.
For each time point, the cultures were made 10 mM with
MgSO4 and mixed at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1 to 0.2
with XNK467, and the phage was allowed to absorb for 15
min at 30° C. The cells were then diluted 10-fold into LB and
incubated for another 20 min at 30° C, after which portions of
the mixture were plated onto LB plates containing kanamycin. Transposition frequencies were calculated as the total
number of kanamycin-resistant colonies obtained after 18 to
24 h of incubation at 37° C divided by the number of input
phage.
Gel retardation of IS50 fragments with purified Fis. Approximately 50 fmol of a particular DNA fragment was
incubated in binding buffer (total volume, 20 ,ul) with 1 ,ul of
various dilutions of purified Fis (a gift of Reid Johnson) for
10 min at 25° C. Then, 3 ,ul of a solution containing 20%
sucrose, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), and 0.1% xylene cyanol
was added, and the mixture was loaded onto a 5% native
polyacrylamide gel in lx TBE (89 mM Tris, 89 mM borate,
1 mM EDTA) and electrophoresed for 2 h at 200 V and 25° C.
Gels were then dried and autoradiographed. Binding buffer
contained 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreitol, and 5 ,ug of calf thymus DNA
per ml (34). Dilutions of Fis were made in 20 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 7.5)-i M NaCl-0.1 mM EDTA-50% glycerol. After
addition of the protein to the reaction mixture, the final NaCl
concentration was always 150 mM.
DNase I footprinting. The 280-bp PuHI-AccI fragment of
TnS containing the IS50 IE was labeled at the 3' end by filling
in the AccI overhang with reverse transcriptase in the
presence of [a-32P]dATP. The DNA was then incubated with
various concentrations of Fis as above except that the
reaction mixture lacked competitor DNA and contained
bovine serum albumin (100 ,ug/ml) and 10% glycerol. DNase
I was added to a final concentration of 0.1 ,ug/ml, and then
the reaction was quenched after 1 min by the addition of
excess unlabeled calf thymus DNA and SDS to 0.2%. After
phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation, the samples
were resuspended in formamide loading buffer, boiled for 2
min, and electrophoresed on an 8% polyacrylamide-8 M
urea sequencing gel in 1 x TBE. The gel was then dried and

autoradiographed.

RESULTS
Fis stimulates Tn5 and IS50 transposition events. We first
investigated the possible role of Fis in TnS transposition by
comparing the papillation phenotype of a TnSlac transposon
(Fig. 1B) in isogenic Fis+ and Fis- strains. Transposition
events that place this element within an actively transcribed
gene, in the proper frame and orientation, give rise to hybrid
P-galactosidase proteins, and these events are detected by
the formation of red papillae within otherwise Lac- colonies
on lactose-MacConkey agar (26). The strain lacking Fis
shows a modest three- to fourfold reduction in transposition
compared with the wild-type control (Fig. 2A). IS50 transposition shows the same relative reduction in strains lacking
Fis (Fig. 2B).
This effect was also seen in an independent assay. The
mating-out assay follows the frequency of transposition
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FIG. 2. TnS and IS50 papillation in Fis+ (E) and Fis- ()
backgrounds. (A) Tn5 (OE-OE) papillation from pRZ1495 in strains
RZ4500 (wild type, El) and MDW246 (fis-767, *). (B) IS50 (IE-OE)
papillation from pRZ1496. The growth rates in LB of the strains
being compared differed by no more than 10 to 20%.

events onto the F-derived episome pOX38gen, and the
frequency of these events is scored following bacterial
conjugation (17). TnS transposition shows the same 1.5- to
3-fold decrease in the absence of Fis (Table 2). Similarly,
IS50 transposition exhibits a fivefold decrease in a strain
lacking Fis compared with that in the isogenic Fis+ control
(Table 2). We show below that for Tn5, this stimulation by
Fis is actually enhanced in exponentially growing bacteria.
Fis levels are not constant during the growth of a bacterial
culture but instead rise to a peak early in the exponential
phase and fall off to undetectable levels in the late stationary
phase (2, 37). Therefore, these transposition measurements
represent an average over varying intracellular Fis concentrations and might underestimate the magnitude of the stimulatory effect exerted by Fis at particular times during
bacterial growth. One method of sampling transposition
events at the peak of Fis expression and therefore maximizing the difference in Fis concentrations between a wild-type
and a Fis- strain is to use the X infection assay (20). In this
assay, TnS is carried on a conditionally replication-deficient
X phage that also lacks the phage attachment site and int,
both of which are required for lysogeny. Following infection
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TABLE 2. Fis stimulates TnS and IS50 transpositiona
Element

Relevant
genotype

Donor strain

Transposition
frequency"

Relative
frequency

TnS

fis+
fis-767

pRZ702
pRZ702

1.6 x 10-4
5.6 x 10-5

1.0
0.35

.fi+
fis-767

pRZ1495
pRZ1495

1.7 x 10-5
1.1 x 10-5

1.0
0.65

fis+
fis-767

pRZ4719
pRZ4719

2.6 x 10-5
4.8 x 10-6

1.0
0.19

IS50

a Plasmid constructs are diagrammed in Fig. 1B. The strain background was
RZ4500 for the pRZ702 and pRZ4719 measurements and MC1000 for the
pRZ1495 measurement.
b Transposition frequencies were determined by the mating-out assay and
represent the average of two experiments performed on separate days. The
standard error for these measurements ranges from 10 to 30%.

with this phage, drug-resistant bacteria arise solely by transposition of the Tn5 element to the chromosome.
Ball and Johnson have shown that Fis levels rise to a peak
approximately 90 min after dilution of a stationary-phase
overnight culture into fresh medium (2), and we used their
isogenic strains MC1000 (wild type) and RJ1806 (fis-985) to
measure TnS transposition at various times during exponential- and stationary-phase growth. The ratio of the transposition frequency in Fis+ cells to that in Fis- cells is plotted
in Fig. 3 as a function of bacterial growth. During exponential growth, a 4.5-fold stimulation occurs at 90 min after
dilution of the overnight culture. This stimulation rises to
12-fold at 210 min (near the point when the cells are entering
stationary phase) and then declines to 2.5-fold as the cells
progress into stationary phase. These observations confirm
that Fis can enhance Tn5 transposition (see Discussion).
Further interpretation is complicated, however, because we
also observed a 3- to 10-fold variation in the absolute
transposition frequencies for both the wild-type and Fis-
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cultures at different time points. If this variation is not due to
the A assay itself, it suggests that there may be other growth
phase-dependent influences on transposition.
Fis does not regulate the expression of the transposase or
inhibitor. Fis could be influencing transposition by altering
the expression of the transposition proteins, e.g., by repressing inhibitor synthesis. We therefore measured the levels of
the transposase and inhibitor proteins in wild-type and Fisstrains by using carboxy-terminal P-galactosidase protein
fusions. pRZ910 produces only the transposase fusion protein by virtue of a Met-56 to Ile change at the initiation codon
for the inhibitor protein (42). pRZ4736 produces only the
inhibitor fusion protein, since it contains an amber mutation
at codon 19 of the transposase, which leaves the inhibitor
reading frame unchanged. Neither transposase nor inhibitor
expression is altered in the Fis-deficient strain (Table 3).
Since we also examined the possible influences of Fis on
IS50 transposition in Dam- cells, it was relevant to compare
Tnp and Inh expression in a Dam- background both with
and without Fis. The transposase promoter (P1) contains
two GATC sites in the -10 region which function to inhibit
P1 transcription when methylated (41). The Inh promoter
(P2) is directly adjacent to the -10 region of the P1 promoter; however, it is not regulated by Dam methylation. In
Dam- bacteria, both Tnp and Inh levels rise approximately
2.5-fold in the strain lacking Fis (Table 3), indicating that Fis
might repress transcription at these two promoters when
unmethylated. This increase is probably not biologically
significant, however, since relatively large (sevenfold)
changes in the ratio of Tnp to Inh are necessary to see a
significant (twofold) change in the transposition frequency
(17).
Binding of purified Fis to IS50 DNA. Since transposition of
both IS50 and TnS is enhanced by Fis, it is possible that Fis
stimulates transposition through a direct interaction with
IS50 DNA. A screen of IS50 DNA fragments that were
significantly retarded by purified Fis in a mobility shift assay
revealed a possible site of Fis interaction near the center of
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FIG. 3. Fis stimulation of Tn5 transposition varies with the growth phase. The growth curve for MC1000 is shown (0). The curve for
RJ1806 is nearly identical to that of MC1000, but there were typically 10 to 40% fewer CFU compared with MC1000 at any particular time
point. Transposition frequencies (O) were determined by the A infection assay (see Materials and Methods) and represent the average of 12
to 16 measurements. These are shown as the ratio of transposition in Fis+ versus Fis- strains. The last time point (ON) indicates transposition
in the overnight cultures (optical density at 550 nm, -8 to 9). The absolute transposition frequencies for MC1000 were: 90 min, 2.1 x 10-4;
150 min, 1.4 x 10-3; 210 min, 1.7 x 10-'; 300 min, 1.8 x 10-4; ON, 2.3 x 10-3. The efficiency of plating of wild-type X on both strains at
each time point was identical, and thus the differences obtained do not represent differential absorption of X to the bacteria.
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TABLE 3. Expression of Tnp and Inh in Fis-defective strains
Relevant

Strain
Strain

genotype

Fusion protein

expresseda

,B-Galactosidase

activityb

Relative

activity

MC1000
RJ1617

fis-767

fis+

Tnp
Tnp

74.3
83.8

1.0
1.1

MC1000
RJ1617

fis+
fis-767

Inh
Inh

131.0
133.8

1.0
1.0

JCM101 dam-3
MDW272 dam-3 fis-767

Tnp
Tnp

595.5
1,410.0

1.0
2.4

JCM101 dam-3
MDW272 dam-3 fis-767

Inh
Inh

141.6
355.9

1.0
2.5

(3-galactosidase

a The
fusions begin at the carboxy-terminal amino acid of
the Tnp and Inh proteins. The Tnp-,B-galactosidase fusion is on plasmid
pRZ910, and the Inh-p-galactosidase fusion is on pRZ4736 (Fig. 1B).
b ,-Galactosidase activities are in Miller units (30) and represent the
average of two experiments on separate days, each done in quadruplicate. The
standard deviation was within 5 to 10%.

IS50 (data not shown). Figure 4A (lanes a) shows a titration
of a fragment containing this potential Fis site with increasing amounts of Fis protein. At 22 nM Fis, about 80% of the
DNA is retarded into three distinct complexes, and the
concentration of Fis that gives a significant retarded species
is consistent with that found for biologically relevant Fis
sites (5, 34). Furthermore, a comparison with the Fis consensus binding sequence revealed three matches in this
fragment (shown in Fig. 4B); however, two of these sites
have very high GC contents, which is not usually observed
at known Fis sites (12).
Fis inhibits IS50 transposition when the IE is unmethylated.
The 19-bp IE of IS50 contains two GATC sites which are
normally methylated at the N-6 position of adenine by Dam
methylase. However, IS50 transposition is stimulated 10- to
100-fold if the IE is unmethylated (27). Dodson and Berg
further observed that IS50 transposition in Dam- strains was
reduced 4- to 33-fold if the third GATC site lying outside the
19-bp IE was included in the IS50 construct compared with
transposition in strains carrying constructs with the minimal
19-bp IE alone (10). Thus, the inclusion of the third GATC
site adjacent to the IE results in inhibition of a portion of the
Dam-mediated increase. The variable (4- to 33-fold) effect
was dependent on the orientation of the transposase gene
with respect to the IE. We performed a computer search of
IS50 DNA, which revealed the presence of a Fis site that
includes the three GATC sites overlapping the IE (Fig. 4 and
SB).
We measured the transposition frequencies in Dam- and
Dam- Fis- strains of IS50 elements which differ only by
containing either 19 or 24 bp of the IE (i.e., either lacking or
including the third GATC site and therefore also lacking or
including the potential Fis site we have located). In the
Dam- strain, the ratio of activity of the 19-bp to that of the
24-bp IS50 construct was 4 (Table 4). When the comparison
was carried out in the Dam- Fis- strain, however, the
activities of the 19- and 24-bp IE constructs were identical
(Table 4). So, in the absence of Fis, the presence of the third
GATC site near the IE does not inhibit IS50 transposition.
A further examination of Table 4 allows one to separate
the positive and negative effects that Fis has on IS50
transposition in Dam- bacteria. IS50 transposition from
pDB5344, a plasmid that does not contain the potential Fis
IE site, shows a fourfold decrease in transposition in a Dam-
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FIG. 4. (A) Gel retardation of IS50 fragments by Fis. The gel
retardation assays were performed as described in Materials and
Methods and were done with an approximately 50-fold excess of calf
thymus competitor DNA. The final concentration of Fis in the
reaction mixes is indicated above each lane. The DNA fragments are
(a) the 280-bp PstI-StyI IS50 fragment containing site I shown in Fig.
4B and (b) 280-bp PvuII-Accl TnS fragment containing the IS5OR IE
isolated from either Dam' or Dam- strains. (B) Potential Fis sites in
IS50. Shown is a schematic of IS50, with the approximate positions
of the potential Fis sites we investigated underlined. Below this, the
Fis consensus sequence (12) is shown. W represents an A or T, Y
represents a pyrimidine, and R represents a purine; n represents any
nucleotide. Next are the sequences of the potential Fis sites,
followed by their IS50 coordinates in parentheses. The position of
site II with respect to the IE is shown in more detail in Fig. SB. The
GATC Dam methylation sites are underlined.

Fis- background compared with that in the isogenic Damparent (Table 4, line 2 versus line 4). This is similar to the
effect that Fis has on IS50 transposition in Dam' bacteria
(Table 2). In contrast, IS50 transposition from plasmid
pDB5343, which does contain the Fis site at the IE, shows
no difference in transposition in a Dam- strain and in a
Dam- Fis- strain (Table 4, line 1 versus line 3). Taken
together, these results suggest that Fis exerts a positive
effect on IS50 transposition as well as a negative effect at the
IE, and in pDB5343, these effects precisely cancel each
other out.
Fis binds to a site which overlaps the IE of IS50. We tested
the ability of purified Fis to bind to both methylated and
unmethylated IE DNA in a gel retardation assay. Fis protein
binds to a DNA fragment containing this IE site (Fig. 4) and
also exhibits an approximately eightfold greater affinity for
the unmethylated substrate than for the methylated one,
based on a quantitation of several autoradiograms. Furthermore, Fis exhibits a very high affinity for the site present in
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TABLE 4. Fis inhibition of IS50 transposition
Strain

Relevant

genotype

FisIE
IS50
donor' psie

present

CG
T A

Transposition
frequency'

Relative
frequency

pDB5343
pDB5344

+
-

3.2 x 10-7
1.3 x 10-6

1.0
4.1

MDW272 dam-3 fis-767 pDB5343
pDB5344

+
-

2.9 x 10-7
3.0 x 10-7

1.0
1.0

JCM101 dam-3

DISCUSSION
Fis has been shown to have a variety of roles in E. coli. It
binds upstream of several stable RNA operons and stimulates their transcription 10- to 15-fold (34). The mechanism of
this activation is currently under investigation, but it could
involve in part the ability of Fis to bend DNA at its target
sites and therefore alter the structure of the promoter
environment. Fis also acts as a repressor of its own synthesis
(23, 33), and it might function in an analogous fashion at
other loci on the chromosome. This ability to alter transcription might be utilized to regulate various operons in a growth
phase-dependent manner, given the growth phase-dependent
expression of Fis itself.
Another group of DNA transactions that involve Fis are
the site-specific recombination reactions of A and the inversion reactions catalyzed by the Gin, Hin, Cin, and Pin
recombinases (19). In the former reaction, Fis directly
stimulates A excision from the chromosome by 200-fold,
perhaps both by enhancing the binding of Xis to a site
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aAll plasmids are IS50 derivatives. pDB5343 contains 24 bp of the IE, and
pDB5344 contains only the minimal 19 bp at the IE. Further information
concerning plasmid constructs is detailed in Materials and Methods and Fig.
1B.
b All transposition frequencies were determined by the mating-out assay
and represent the average of two experiments performed on separate days,
each in quadruplicate. The standard error for these measurements varied from
10 to 30%.

the unmethylated substrate, since essentially all of the DNA
is complexed at 22 nM Fis. We have also confirmed that
purified Fis binds efficiently to a small DNA fragment
containing 24 bp of the IE, but it does not bind to the same
fragment containing the 19-bp IE, which lacks the Fis site
(data not shown).
We localized this Fis binding site by a DNase I footprinting experiment. A PvuII-AccI IS50 fragment containing the
IE was uniquely labeled at one end and subjected to DNase
I digestion in the presence of increasing concentrations of
purified Fis. Figure 5 reveals that a single site on the DNA is
protected by Fis and that this protection shows the same
methylation dependence. The protected site spans 26 bp and
overlaps the three GATC sites at the IE, with 6 bp on either
side of the consensus sequence also protected against DNase
I attack. Several enhancements are present within the site
(Fig. 5A and B), and the locations of the enhancements are
in agreement with those in other footprinted Fis sites (5, 34).
At higher concentrations of Fis (90 nM), the methylated
DNA also shows partial protection at the same site (data not
shown). In Fig. SB, the regions of protection are shown
schematically with respect to the IE, and this indicates that
the footprint spans 16 bp of the 19 bp essential for IS50
transposition. It is possible that Fis binds to this site and
sterically blocks the interaction of the transposase with the
IE.
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FIG. 5. (A) DNase I footprint of the Fis IE site. The 280-bp
PvuII-AccI fragment of TnS, isolated from Dam' or Dam- strains,
was uniquely labeled on the 3' end by filling in with reverse
transcriptase at the AccI overhang. Approximately 50 fmol of DNA
was incubated with increasing amounts of Fis, subjected to DNase
I, and run on an 8% acrylamide sequencing gel as described in
Materials and Methods. Maxam and Gilbert G+A and C+T standards are shown on the left. Positions with enhanced DNase I
cleavage in the presence of Fis are indicated with arrows. (B) Region
of DNA protected by Fis at the inside end of IS50. The sequence at
the IE is shown, and the 19-bp minimal sequence required for
transposition is indicated, with numbering running from right to left.
Horizontal boxes below the sequence indicate the positions protected by Fis from DNase I. The arrows indicate enhanced cleavage
in the presence of Fis. Below this, the 15-bp consensus Fis site is
indicated. The footprint spans 25 to 26 bp and overlaps 16 bp of the
19 bp required for IS50 transposition.

adjacent to the Fis binding site and also by altering the
topology of the X att region in a favorable way for excisive
recombination (1, 37). Fis also plays a very important role in
several DNA inversion systems, enhancing the inversion
rate up to 150-fold. In the Hin system, for example, Fis
exerts its effect through a DNA enhancer element which has
two Fis binding sites separated by 4.5 turns of the helix (15).
This enhancer has also been found to function in a distanceand orientation-independent manner (15). Using immunoelectron microscopy, Heichman and Johnson have shown
that the Fis-enhancer complex physically interacts with Hin
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when Hin is bound to its two recombination sites (11). This
complex nucleoprotein structure, termed the invertasome,
presumably generates a favorable structure for recombination to proceed (19). It seems likely that Fis may directly
contact some surface of Hin and the other related recombinases.
For TnS transposition, Fis plays a less significant role than
for the site-specific DNA recombination reactions mentioned above. We have shown that during exponential
growth, Fis can enhance TnS transposition events -10-fold,
and Fis also stimulates IS50 transposition. This stimulation
may involve a direct interaction of Fis with TnS DNA, or it
might be an indirect effect involving another factor. Although we have identified a potential Fis site(s) within IS50
by a gel retardation assay, we favor an indirect mechanism
for several reasons. First, transposition of a truncated Tn5
element which lacks these internal Fis sites is still stimulated
threefold by Fis (39). Second, using the lambda infection
assay to measure transposition at different stages of bacterial
growth, we found that the peak of Fis stimulation occurred
during the late exponential to early stationary growth phase.
However, it has been reported that Fis protein levels are
10-fold lower at this time than they are in the early exponential phase (2). Also, when transposition was measured in
saturated overnight cultures (when Fis mRNA [32] and
binding activity to A attP [37] are undetectable), we still
observed a two- to threefold-higher level of transposition in
the Fis+ strain than in the Fis- strain. It therefore seems
likely to us that the stimulatory effect that Fis exerts on TnS
and IS50 transposition is an indirect one.
This Fis stimulation is not due to a regulation of Tnp or Inh
synthesis, since their expression is not significantly altered
in the absence of Fis. One might argue that since expression
of both Tnp and Inh is increased in a Dam- background in
the absence of Fis, there might be some subtle effect on
transposition through this regulation, even in Dam' cells
(e.g., after the passage of a replication fork, when the
transposase promoter is transiently hemimethylated). This is
unlikely, however, since transposition of IS50 elements is
reduced approximately fourfold in the absence of Fis regardless of the whether Tnp and Inh expression is regulated by
their natural promoters (pRZ1496, Fig. 2B) or by the heterologous lacUV5 promoter (pRZ4719, Table 2).
In addition to the stimulatory effect, Fis was also found to
inhibit IS50 transposition. This was shown by examining the
transposition of IS50 elements which contain either 19-bp or
24-bp IE sequences. The extension of the minimal 19-bp IE to
include an adjacent GATC site resulted in decreased transposition in Dam- bacteria (10) (Table 4). This decrease did not
occur in Dam- Fis- cells, however, indicating that either Fis
or a factor regulated by Fis is responsible for the inhibition. A
Fis consensus binding site is present in the 24-bp IE but not in
the 19-bp minimal IE, which suggested that Fis binds directly
to this site and inhibits IS50 transposition.
We localized a Fis binding site by DNase I footprinting to
a position which overlaps the IE of ISS0. This Fis site
contains three GATC sequences, and binding is sensitive to
Dam methylation, as is IS50 transposition itself. The simplest interpretation of the methylation effect is that the
adenine N6-methyl groups which are present in the major
groove sterically inhibit a close approach of Fis, although
some structural alteration in the DNA upon methylation
could also explain the different affinities of Fis for this site. It
is relevant that some DNA fragments containing Fis sites
show aberrant mobilities on polyacrylamide gels in the
absence of Fis, indicating a bend in the DNA (15, 19). Also,
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an efficient interaction of Fis with its target site requires that
the DNA assume a bent conformation to enable the DI and
DI, a-helices of Fis to contact successive major grooves of
the DNA (24). We have not investigated whether this IE
sequence is naturally bent.
Point mutations within this Fis site were isolated previously during an analysis of the nucleotides important for
ISS0 transposition (27). It is not possible to draw detailed
conclusions about Fis binding, however, because most of the
mutations occur in the 19 bp that might also be contacted by
the transposase. Two point mutations (22C and 23C) that lie
outside the minimal 19-bp IE occur at degenerate positions
within the Fis consensus site and have very little effect on
transposition in Dam- cells. However, these mutations
cause a sevenfold and twofold decrease, respectively, in
Dam' cells. Since the adenines at positions 23 and 22 will no
longer be methylated, this could be interpreted to mean that
Fis is binding with an increased affinity to the partially
methylated site. One mutation (20G), which changes a Y to
an R in the Fis consensus site, does not significantly affect
transposition in either Dam' or Dam- cells. It is not known,
however, if this single substitution will significantly alter Fis
binding, especially since other investigators have observed
that multiple base pair substitutions are often necessary to
disrupt Fis binding to its target site (lOa).
IS50 transposition from an infecting X phage would be a
physiological example of when this Fis regulation at an
unmethylated IE might be operative. This follows because X
DNA is substantially undermethylated when it is packaged,
and this undermethylation has already been shown to result in
an initial burst of transposase expression following an infection with a X::IS50 phage (29). Therefore, IS50 transposition
from an infecting X phage would be inhibited by the presence
of Fis if methylation of the DNA is slow with respect to
occupation of the IE site by Fis. Also, IS50 transposition
would be inhibited in bacterial species that lack the Dam
methylase if Fis is evolutionarily conserved in these species.
The Fis interaction at the IE also offers a resolution for a
discrepancy in the literature concerning the hierarchy of end
preferences for transposition in Dam- bacteria. Makris and
Reznikoff (28) reported that the frequency of OE-OE transposition is greater than that of IE-IE transposition, whereas
Dodson and Berg (9) reported that the opposite was true and
that the absolute value of IE-IE transposition was 50-fold
higher than the value reported by Makris and Reznikoff. This
difference can be explained by noting that Dodson and Berg
were using minimal 19-bp end cassettes and Makris and
Reznikoff used 24-bp end cassettes. Therefore, the overall
lower transposition for IE-IE constructs that Makris and
Reznikoff found probably results from the negative Fis
regulation at the IE. If one assumes a 10-fold inhibition at
each end, this would give a 100-fold inhibition for transposition involving two IEs. The much higher values that
Dodson and Berg found probably result from the deletion of
the Fis site at the IE.
The involvement of Fis in TnS and IS50 transposition
uncovers yet another level of regulation for these elements.
When a bacterial culture is undergoing exponential growth,
we suggest that high levels of Fis act to stimulate TnS
transposition either directly or indirectly. This is similar to
the effect that Fis probably exerts on X excision during
exponential growth (1) and may represent a general mechanism to relay information concerning growth conditions to
various systems, the most important among them being
stable RNA synthesis. IS50 transposition is also stimulated
by Fis in Dam' bacteria. However, when the IE of IS50 is
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unmethylated and thus activated for high levels of transposition, our results strongly suggest that Fis will act to
dampen that activity. This may represent a mechanism to
further ensure that IS50 transposition does not exceed levels
acceptable to the cell. Since Fis stimulates both TnS (39) and
IS50 transposition in Dam- bacteria but also inhibits IS50
(IE) transposition, it would seem that the overall effect of Fis
would be to bias transposition toward TnS events and
enhance those events during the exponential phase, when
intracellular Fis levels

are

high.
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